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„Objekt“ sestřelený v pátek nad aljašským vzdušným prostorem byl

„letecký cílový dron USAF“, nikoli balón nebo mimozemská

kosmická loď, uvedly zdroje z kanceláře generála Erica M. Smitha

pro Real Raw News.

Minulý týden došlo nad Severní Amerikou k řadě takzvaných sestřelů

neidentifikovaných objektů. Za prvé, režim tvrdil, že vyřadil z

provozu čínský sledovací balón poté, co proletěl celou zemí. Mezitím
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White Hats uvedl, že špionážní balón Deep State monitorující

aktivitu milice v Montaně byl sestřelen kvůli fakturaci, což je tvrzení

podložené 50 svědky, kteří viděli trosky padající z oblohy. V sobotu

pak socialista Justin Trudeau tvrdil, že nařídil americkému F-22

Raptor, aby zaútočil na válcový objekt nad kanadským Yukonem. A v

neděli zločinec John Kirby oznámil zničení dalšího záhadného

objektu, tentokrát nad Huronským jezerem.

Kancelář generála Smithe se k incidentům na Yukonu nebo Huronu

nevyjádřila, ale uvedla, že objekt sestřelený na Aljašce byl vzdušný

cílový letoun USAF BQM-167A, vysoce výkonný, dálkově ovládaný cíl

používaný k zajištění cílového dronu reprezentujícího hrozbu k

podpoře Program hodnocení systému zbraní vzduch-vzduch a další

zkušební a vyhodnocovací programy vzduch-vzduch letectva a

ministerstva obrany. Je 20 stop dlouhý, může dosáhnout rychlosti

600 uzlů, provést 9g zatáčky a dosáhnout 50 000' výšky. Dron je

vypuštěn ze země pomocí raketového startu a vypuštěn z kolejového

systému. Dron může být vytažen pomocí padákového záchranného

systému buď ze země, nebo z vody. Jeho maximální dosah je 1400

námořních mil.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že generálská kancelář začala incident vyšetřovat

téměř okamžitě poté, co jej režim učinil veřejným záznamem, protože

Bidenovi kumpáni byli klamaví v používání leteckého sledování k

nelegálnímu špehování vlasteneckých Američanů. Navíc generálu

Smithovi připadalo zvláštní, že k druhému sestřelu došlo tak brzy

poté, co byl Biden široce kritizován za zdržování zničení čehokoli, co

sestřelili poblíž Jižní Karolíny.

"Bidena nebo jeho dvojníka nepochybně rozzlobilo, že byl sestřelen

za to, že nechal balón létat po americkém nebi, aniž by ho to

odradilo." Když se objevila zpráva o objektu Aljašky, bylo to

podezřelé a naše podezření, že jeho manipulátoři vyrobili událost,

aby vypadal rozhodnější, prezidentštější,“ řekl náš zdroj.
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Toho dne se styčníci pro generála Smitha dotázali na

USNORTHCOM na letecké základně Elmendorf, Anchorage, AK.,

odkud F-22 vzlétl při honbě za bogey. Generálovi kontakty se

pokusily získat podrobnosti od vyšších důstojníků 90.  perutě,

která provozuje Elmendorfovy F-22, ale s odvoláním na provozní

bezpečnost odmítli o incidentu mluvit. Stejně tak byl generálovým

mužům odepřen přístup k pilotovi, který na vetřelce údajně vypálil

střelu AIM9X Sidewinder.

"Utrpení bylo zahaleno tajemstvím," řekl náš zdroj. „Pro funkční

armádu je samozřejmě nezbytné nezveřejňovat citlivé materiály, ale

mluvíme o vyšších důstojnících, kteří mluví s jinými vyššími

důstojníky. Stalo se tam něco stinného. A pilot připoutaný k utajení

byl jen další dílek skládačky,“ řekl náš zdroj.

V pátek večer však dvouhvězdičkový generál letectva, který tvrdil, že

zná pravdu, kontaktoval kancelář generála Smithe s věrohodnějším

příběhem než F-22, který zapojoval druhé čínské špionážní zařízení

nebo loď pilotovanou Greyovými. Řekl Smithově kanceláři, že

ministr obrany Lloyd Austin nařídil veliteli 90.  perutě

podplukovníku Ryanu Reese, aby vypustil dron BQM-167A a použil

F-22 k jeho odvlečení do Prudhoe Bay na Aljašce, vzdálené tundře

bez kamer. nebo zvědavýma očima.

Generál letectva, řekl náš zdroj, poskytl generálu Smithovi časové

razítko záběrů startů BQM-167A a F-22, ačkoli RRN toto video

nevidělo.

„Tohle bylo plánované. Dron se vznesl a stíhačky se hned poté zvedly

z ranveje. Následovali ho a sestřelili ho na rozkaz Lloyda Austina.

Vypadá to jako PR trik,“ řekl náš zdroj. "Správa řekla, že to byl

vznášející se objekt, nebyl." Mohou si vymyslet, co chtějí, protože

tam venku není žádný život. Pokud někdy ukážou trosky nebo video z

kokpitu, jsem si jistý, že to bude upravené,“ řekl náš zdroj.

stíhací

stíhací
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V pondělním večeru jsme požádali náš zdroj, aby se vyjádřil k

vytvoření „pracovní skupiny pro UFO“ administrativou.

"Udit. Klamání. Vyhozené dolary daňových poplatníků,“ řekl.

(Návštíveno 50 440krát, dnes 2 592 návštěv)

If everything went A-OK for the Biden gang, by 2024 they were

planning on using halographic alien starships to fool and scare the

morbidly dumbed down little people into thinking there was a space

invasion from “Commies from Mars”, the red planet….

Thanks, Michael for the confirmation. We’ve been expecting a flood

of fake events. After Biden screws up, his PR mob waste no time to

‘clean up’ after him. What a shame he can’t do something positive

and good for our country, has to create a presidential image rather

than actually earning real kudos for FFs they have to manufacture at

taxpayers expense.

Tin soldiers and Biden coming,

 
We’re finally on our own.

 
This winter I hear the drumming,

 
How many dead in Ohio.

Gotta get down to it

 
CIA agents are cutting us down

 
Should have been done long ago.

What if you knew her

 
And found her dead on the ground

 
How can you run when you know?

Gotta get down to it

 
FBI agents are cutting us down

 
Should have been done long ago.
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What if you knew her

And found her dead on the ground

 
How can you run when you know?

Tin soldiers and Biden coming,

 
We’re finally on our own.

 
This summer I hear the drumming,

 
How many dead in Ohio.

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many dead)

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many )

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many more?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Oh!)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Four)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

Last edited 4 hours ago by Sandy Koufax

This is a bullshit diversion article. There are plenty of things to write

about and MB writes about another decoy. The Ohio river is

contaminated through many states, along with the air, soil and food

because of an incompetent administration and we read about some

distraction. WTF!!! This psyop site is doing what the Military wants-

keep people distracted about unnecessary bullshit so they masses

don’t rise against the government.

@trust nothing — “… socialist Justin Trudeau claimed he had

ordered a U.S. F-22 Raptor to engage a cylindrical object over the

Canadian Yukon.”

When did Americans begin taking orders from neighboring leaders,

especially a BASTARD son COMMUNIST of the late Fidel Castro?

Something stinks to the high heavens!
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It’s safe to wager that most all “alternative” information accessible to

the public is controlled opposition. Any real, actual opposition would

be keeping a tight lid on their operations. However, I have yet to see

any tangible victories from the so-called “white hats”.

Well it’s nice to get the truth instead of all the bovine excrement they

are shoveling at us.

That was the best these idiots could do in faking an extraterrestrial

UFO? A small cylindrical BQM-167A drone with an obvious turbojet

engine underneath? Not really much of an improvement over

weather balloons.

“The administration said it was a hovering object, it wasn’t. They can

make up whatever they want since there’s no life out there. If they

ever show debris, or cockpit video, I’m sure it’ll be doctored,” our

source said.”

A person would think that senior officers would know if the ETs they

would have to wage war against were real or not. And why would said

ETs form an alliance with the Globalists who openly planned to

depopulate 8.5 billion people? The civilized ETs would be party to

mass genocide. Why wouldn’t the bad ETs just wipe us out

themselves, along with the Globalists? And if these fictional ETs

were allied with our white hats, why would the Globalists be faking

them to scare us? Besides, if these ETs were real, they would be

capable of crossing hundreds of light years of empty space, and we

are so primitive, we cannot even land on our own moon, let alone

neighboring planets.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Michael R Davis

Exactly as our Satanic government nuked OHIO to Shizzle! This is

outrageous! People are going to die!
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Tin soldiers and Biden coming,

We’re finally on our own.

 
This winter I hear the drumming,

 
How many dead in Ohio.

Gotta get down to it

 
CIA agents are cutting us down

 
Should have been done long ago.

What if you knew her

 
And found her dead on the ground

 
How can you run when you know?

Gotta get down to it

 
FBI agents are cutting us down

 
Should have been done long ago.

What if you knew her

 
And found her dead on the ground

 
How can you run when you know?

Tin soldiers and Biden coming,

 
We’re finally on our own.

 
This summer I hear the drumming,

 
How many dead in Ohio.

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many dead)

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many )

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many more?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Oh!)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Four)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

Last edited 4 hours ago by Sandy Koufax
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Helpful article, I was getting dizzy from the news about the 3

bullshits in the skies. Kim Goguen said the first thing in the sky was

trying to poke a hole in the sun corona and she got it taken care of.

Her whatever testimony was taken down the next day.

In the meantime aren’t we supposed to know what the Russian Navy

is threatening off the east coast?

When might I ask is general Smith going to start selling his Girl scout

cookies sounds like that’s all they’ve been doing over there making

Girl scout cookies thought we were going to up the ante here Mr

Smith… I want six boxes of peanut butter chocolate six boxes of mint

chocolate

All these globalists elites and their satanic aliens/ UFOs can all go

straight to Hell!! Sick and tired of all their lies and bull crap.

Test #2 Rebel News..

“Did you see that train derailment in Ohio? The one with the huge

explosion and fire?

 
What’s really going on there? And why has it been almost completely

ignored by the mainstream media?

 
We’re going to find out.

 
This morning, two Rebel News journalists arrived in the small village

of East Palestine, Ohio, near the Pennsylvania border. Their mission:

to follow the facts wherever they lead.”

UFOs and aliens are nonsense. However, the masses have been

brainwashed by Hollyweird for so long they’ll believe anything. Fear

is an effective control tool.

 
If anything resembling one is seen it should be shot down by anyone

in range.

Shoot it down even if Nicola Tesla is in it? He is from Venus. Many

that work in the Pentagon are from Venus. If your common sense IQ

is low then this post is not for you. Have a great life.
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Far too sweeping. True, a lot of nonsense is written about ufo’s and

the US govt seems to be drummijg up a fake “UFO invasion”

narrative. But there are also UFO’s for real. And some (most) are

good but a few are bad. There are so many ET races. And the DS were

in collusion with some really bad ET’s but the good ET’s have this

last couple of years stopped it thank God – stopped the off-planet

wars we humans fighting for justice could not have won unaided. But

we still gotta clean up shit. Current flap is a DS non-starter.

Nonsense. They are all demons, fallen angels, or CGI holography

from the globalists, practicing their sorcery on easily conned people

like you.

 
Star Wars, Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica are all fiction, money

making movies, the ETs vivid imaginations of mere artists, same

creative mask makers that gave us Resident Biden and VP Resident

Harris.

“Good ET’s” “Bad Et’s” …People are all ready brainwashed, so sad…

they are the ones that will get all fearfull and jump when they are told

to save their lives.

Something go’in on in Ohio? Rebel News..

“Did you see that train derailment in Ohio? The one with the huge

explosion and fire?

 
What’s really going on there? And why has it been almost completely

ignored by the mainstream media?

 
We’re going to find out.

 
This morning, two Rebel News journalists arrived in the small village

of East Palestine, Ohio, near the Pennsylvania border. Their mission:

to follow the facts wherever they lead.”

Well like all UFO deceptions, if anybody saw it from the ground, the

debunkers from the Lying Legacy Media write it off as “swamp gas”,

“light house glare” or some other deceptive lie and if the little people

see it, the rulers will write you off as “crazy”, loco en cabasa, veruct
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im kopf, too high or been drinking too much or smoking dope. They

got the 99 % so dumbed down, they don’t even give a rip for some

dopey kind of explanation and the little people will lap up their

excuse with a ladel………

why are you humans here so stupid?

there is life, we are not alone.

this is how an alien invasion starts, lol.

always deny aliens existent. then boom. here we are motherfuckers!

humans: pikachu face.

The ALIEN invasion that you are referring to is the Lord of Hosts

and his Angel Army, which is invading EARTH. He will deal with

those who have tried to do evil upon His Eagle and the rest of the

world. He will take them down and remove them from power. Expect

changes in weather, as adjustments are made to the planet.

Discipline will begin with shaking in the churches, and will extend to

remove the rest who are UNREPENTANT evildoers! God has told the

prophets that He HAS this and will be separating His sheep from the

goats. Scriptures said this was coming, and the prophets are

confirming this. Keep the faith, continue praying, and above all

REPENT!

You’re pretty dumbed down if you can’t see that God is already here

working through those involved in the fight on earth. We’re not

waiting for God to arrive. God is already here.

Stop drinking the religious cool aid.

i’m the dumbest fucking guy on the planet then because God isn’t

doing shit but laughing. drink the jim jones purple drink

im starting to really hate this community. since this community

thinks they are superior than everyone else.
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ok russian fanboy.

“grey aliens are so evil, must kill them all”. no wonder how sicko you

humans are.

Anti grav or ET ships cannot be downed by conventional weaponry

but about 40 years ago the one over South Africa was downed by

conventional weaponry and seems to be the only one done so. It

takes a DEW class 5 equipped vehicle to down or destroy smaller

ones but the larger ships have virtually impenetrable shields. The

reason for so much secrecy and the downing of the “balloons” over

remote areas or ocean waters is to prevent prying eyes to find out the

truth. They seem to be part of the deepstate secret space program

which is responsible for the quarantine enslavement of the whole

planet. The secret branches of the military and CIA extend to many

above and off planet operations. They are the major human

traffickers responsible for horrible crimes against humanity.

oh look people disagreeing. which means they are soft and disgusted

of having superior forces. imagine killing them cause of humans not

being nazi race.

realrawnews.com has to have military okay for all their posts. They

are the only ones that receive the intel. That’s why the fake msm, And

every Fake Fact checker is allowed to debunk them on googles and

other lib sites because they know once people read their lies- they

believe anybody that adds fact checker to their names people fall for

it and read no further.

So if I read into this correctly.

Deep state launch a Balloon of Air ship from Washington State, to

spy on White Hats in Montana. It was shot down over Billings, by

who we are not sure.

 
As they have no access to Satellite as White Hat Alliance or Space-

force, have control.
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Then Deep State launch a Drone, designed as test bait for to test

Missiles. And fly it to north Alaska and pretend too shot it down.

 
Making out it’s a space craft.

Let the movie continue.

I’m nearly sure that there is life out there. Just not the hostile aliens

that will soon be faked via project bluebeam.

Without context, readers choose the context that last stuck in their

minds [Prudhoe Bay? Space?]

too busy or lazy to research, but just emotional enough to make

pointless comments about hostile aliens to advertise their 2-digit IQ.

humans are funny thinking they are superior to other races cause

they have jesus, lol.

its funny too, they forget if were to start a fight. we would loose. they

are highly superior and more intelligent.

imagine fighting the predators. we would loose.

they have telekinesis too.

what do we have?

The DS have already bred bioengineered, rather nasty aggressive

beings to resemble ferocious space aliens that will attack humans

and they were going to be released after Hillary got in, but Trump

blocked it and the DS could not pull off the alien invasion stunt and

that would have been phase I of the NWO take down of humanity.

They still had these aliens locked up, but have released them in Nat’l

Parks and other places. They can be taken down with a 9mm pistol,

though. They resemble a werewolf, but are referred to as “dogman”.

Phase II, could also not be implemented, by using earthquake and

sunami weapons, because the WEF would have been affected too.

Phase II was a planned scamdemic hoax, but would cost huge sums

of money to bribe off the state govts. and the whole ordeal would be
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“iffy” to our rotten rulers, because their was too much to go wrong, as

your seeing now by the collapsing WEF’ers, the US deep state………..

A lot of bribed off govt. politicians, lawyers and judicials want their

bribe payments and they are not getting them, because the tit has

dried up, plus they don’t have any more immunity from

prosecution…that they thought they were told by deep staters.

 
Is psychopathy a disease or a god given right….?

CargoBB: good catch. According to 2010 census there 2,174, with

temporary workers coming in when the oil drilling/ pumping

machines are more accessible. Rte 11N goes directly into Pruhoe Bay

(town?). After it freezes, they build “ice roads” west from there, to

travel back and forth in the “oil fields” (frozen Arctic swamp and

mud).

“The administration said it was a hovering object, it wasn’t. They can

make up whatever they want since there’s no life out there. If they

ever show debris, or cockpit video, I’m sure it’ll be doctored,” our

source said.”

A person would think that senior officers would know if the ETs they

would have to wage war against were real or not. And why would said

ETs form an alliance with the Globalists who openly planned to

depopulate 8.5 billion people? Why wouldn’t the ETs just wipe us

out themselves, along with the Globalists? And if these fictional ETs

were allied with our white hats, why would the Globalists be faking

them to scare us? Besides, if these ETs were real, they would be

capable of crossing hundreds of light years of empty space, and we

are so primitive, we cannot even land on our own moon, let alone

neighboring planets.

I agree with the commentary that eludes to the shit show coming to

an end.

Whoever gave the order to hold off on the unmasking, needs to

reconsider their thinking.
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Old Mr. Nilly had a cat he called his own;

couldn’t get that G-damn thing to go & leave his home;

gave it to a fella going far far away;

But the cat came back the very next day…the cat came the very next

day…

😹😹😹😹
 

When the cat’s away, the mice will play, but only til the cat comes

back…


 

^ WWG1WGA * NCSWIC ^

 
NOTHING

There are a lot of mass arrests going on world wide right now, just

because others don’t know about them doesnt make it false.

Yeah, I keep wondering why the white hats haven’t done mass

arrests, and/or did the EBS, and/or arrested people for election

hacking, and/or published a website with free energy tech and also

proof of “people loving children too much.”

It seems they have all these knockout cards they could play, but they

just don’t.

maybe it says that this is just a spoof site and not really telling us the

truth. Don’t get me wrong, i hope it is all true, what Michael

publishes here.

With such volumes of organized disinformation, it’s hard to know

what is true, and what’s fair tales.

It is all very true, if not Michael would be serving 99 years in prison

right about now!
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Most of us know it’s all fake to frighten and to distract us. We don’t

believe this bs. I watched a video about 1-2 years ago where they were

saying that they will use UFOs to frighten us and they will do it using

Project Blue Beam. I’m not buying any of what is happening and I

don’t buy what happened in East Palestine Ohio as an accident.

That, I would guess, was planned to scare us to think the NWO is in

control. Not for long, I hope.

“We’ll know our disinformation program is complete when

everything the American public believes is false” – William J. Casey,

CIA Director, 1981

So for how long are they going to let “publicity stunts” come from

this NON -Elected, fake-ass, genocidal govt.??

 
We all know anything they tell us is a lie!

This is huge!

 
The fraud of NGOs! i. e.

 
PublicPrivatePartnership

 
brighteon.com/4e8af44c-13fe-4749-9ef2-2874619f4f2d

 
Happy ValentinesDay 2023

 
Fraud Vitiates All Contracts Public and Private (US vs

Throckmorton, 1878)

 
tasa.americanstatenationals.org

brighteon.com/4e8af44c-13fe-4749-9ef2-2874619f4f2d

1) Prudhoe Bay has plenty of life. That’s where Alaska gets its oil. It’s

lively 24/7.

 
2) Notice how the public was lukewarm to the story of aliens. Muh.

Anshar or Pleidian craft.

 
3) If the bad guys are using aliens, we’re getting close to the final win

for the good guys.
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I would say the PR stunt worked. The sheeple believe everything the

mind milling media say as truth. Like that exdirector of the CIA once

said ” we know our job is complete when everthing the American

people think is true is false” or something like that..

 
I know the lies go back before the civil war. As the discovery of the

Original constitutions 13 amendment

 
That forbid lawyers from taking office in government. Was changed

illegally. So think about that. Lincoln was a lawyer, so who changed it

so he could become president. So is it true Lincoln and Karl Marx

was friends? So fucking many questions that need to be answered

 
But the lies on both side never stop lieing…

So it would seem there ae more black hats than white hats. Who is in

control?

Military pretty much knows what’s in the skies. But things can come

in from portals, stargates, time travel or other dimensions? Maybe

just decloak what’s already there?

It had that empty, helpless feeling on truth watching the sites came

up with 3 mass hysteria narratives with these crazy sites and titles.

‘First, the regime claimed to have decommissioned a Chinese

surveillance balloon after it traversed the entire country.’

‘Meanwhile, White Hats said a Deep State spy balloon monitoring

militia activity in Montana was downed over Billings, Montana,

claim substantiated by 50 witnesses who saw debris plummeting

from the sky. Then, on Saturday, socialist Justin Trudeau claimed he

had ordered a U.S. F-22 Raptor to engage a cylindrical object over

the Canadian Yukon. And on Sunday the criminal John Kirby

announced the destruction above Lake Huron.’

No comment on the Yukon or Huron incidents but said the object

downed in Alaska was a USAF BQM-167A aerial target plane, 20-

feet-long, can reach 50,000’ in altitude.
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So war games, and the Palestine, Ohio could have been done to raise

the price of PVC PIPES FOR HOUSING, ETC. who knows how to do

chemical explosions? Pharma Scientists?

I would like to read more about Tribunals of detained criminal biden

regime..

 
Then of course the Executions

 
ASAP… Thanks Michael Baxter

Wow did Michael Baxter really delete my comment questioning if it

might have been a recon drone sent from planet Nibiru? What does

he not want to us to know about Nibiru? 🤔

Uh oh, Mike doesn’t want us peasants to know the truth about this

drone and Nibiru!

Dude, have you ever seen Nibiru? Any pictures even? Why do you

believe an obvious bogus narrative? Aliens, aliens, aliens. The last

card for the deep state….

“FACT CHECKERS SAY…” Wrong!

niburu – search results

 
Search

 
If you’re not happy with the results, please do another search.

 
No posts to display

He’s likely sick of ur malicious, habitual mention of non-existence

Nibiru & anunnaki – mythical, fictional gods from there. It’s not

funny.. makes people sick.

(At least it makes YOU sick.) “FACT CHECKERS SAY…”

Speak for yourself, it’s safer.

Thanks for trying to fix it, Michael, hang in there. Awaiting the

execution of Jerome Adams when you get a chance.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Xena
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It’s real strange that the Airforce Senior Officers would not speak

with the other Senior Officers, then to cover it up they get a call a

couple days later from a lower General and give their “version” of

what happened. How arrogant of these Air Force dudes. I don’t trust

them as far as I could throw them. Next time JAG speaks with them

tell, them to stop dropping the chemtrails on us.

Can’t tell where EVERYONE in the Military loyalties are at. Must

know who some White Hats are and who some traitors are, but don’t

trust all of that either bc infiltrators on both sides too.

If you don’t want ‘someone’ to know ‘something’, DON’T TELL

ANYONE.

It is not only Cabal planes spraying chem trails, also off planet, very

odd looking craft in broad daylight. Friend or foe? Need USAF photo

expert Bruce McAbee to analyze. This area was common flight path

for cigar shape cargo ships in 65′.

It’s just SO heinous. They are spraying us like bugs. As for off-

worlders doing it? I guess nothing is off the table because we are

mushrooms kept in the dark.

Even wives can smell a clone. She will knwo that other bald dude is

not her hubby.

Michael Baxter,

 
Is there any word about the train wreck and ensuing explosion in

New Palestine Ohio? Seems like a Black Hat operation. Police do not

have authority to explode toxic chemicals from a train wreck. The

whole thing seems shady and the environmental ramifications are

huge.

The news cities they plan to build up in the deserts would use a lot of

pvc for the housing and other building pipes. This might raise the

price. The metal was discontinued because it clogs up like metal on

the inside. I can guess pharma-chemical companies know how to do
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this kind of explosion, and need the money. Seems how they make

money is one manipulation after another, like the killing of millions

of chickens.

The war looking thing seems like they want that too. They aren’t nice

guys unless they’re rich and your not.

We need be concerned about all the aliens in the District of

Columbia, that Trojan horse independent City_State run by the

Inner City of London and the Vatican.

…AND the weirdos coming in from Jump Rooms on Mars and Devon

Island! Like Barry Soetoro and Andy Basiago.

Maybe a submarine from Russia like the one’s they say on the east

coast Atlantic will scoot up the Potomac to DC and go BOOM. Putin

did say he would clean out the deep state in USA.

It is time for the military to move into place as well as President

Trump to take his position as the legitimate,duly elected President

and CEO of our constitutional republic. It is time for The Military to

arrest and remove the person acting as Joe Biden. This is way way

overdue.To include the vice President also.Who is not legitimate

either.All of this is a total mockery of our nation. The totally fake

white house,the whole damn bit.We have to wake people

up,good.Some will never wake up.Show the EBS,

This will go on for another 6 years…the DS Plan builds up to “Project

2030” which is total enslavement of their serfs…because you are

willingly following partners of the Habsburg Empire (who do you

think funded the Dot-comm boom to engineer vast fortunes to take

over USA?…the most bloodthirsty of stone-age Empires.

No one is coming to your rescue – US Military wants to be the tool of

enslavement…”praetorean guards” they call themselves…hasn’t it

struck you as odd that the people who are ostensibly running this
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psyop have no fucking care for getting the messgae out to a broader

audience?

Does anyone really think that the saving the largest economy on the

planet is a hush-hush secret that can only be shared on a single blog?

Seriously? Put on your critical thinking-cap for a moment.

Does anyone really believe a Special Forces General, or MARSOC

General is Cuckold to a vegetable posing as Joe Biden? Jogn

Fetterman? George Santos? Seriously?

Come on, people….the longer you attempt to maintain this steel-

fisted grip on “the way things were”, the longer this goes on…you

need to learn to vote with a different collection of filters…your first

act in citizen-rehab is to learn how to evaluate human character and

vote for people who are builders and makers….not sociopaths whose

best attribute is their narcissism and ability to manipulate the naive

as effortlessly as waving a hand in front of their eyes.

The US Military, and law-enforcement is mocking all of you with this

ball-achingly slow narrative of absolutley nothing; this is a Seinfeld

episode about what?. Too many of you actually believe Trump is your

messiah-figure…and he reminds you of this…reinforcing your

irrational bias. You speak in terms of angels and demons, but all you

reveal is your basic and foundational naivete…and gullability.

I beg you, please abandon any hope of somebody else fixing your

problems while you watch from the “cheap seats”. You are

responsible for yourselves…start taking responsibility for your own

actions…you now have the Government you deserve….how will you

change it? Don’t say you’ll vote your way out of it because we both

know that isn’t true.

They told the truth I figure when they said white hat high rangers

quit working for the deep state because they couldn’t possibly win

because DS is too huge. All I can say is they know way more than
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they are telling and and can’t control the local police to pick up local

arm stabbers for prison. It’s inconsistent.

Fauci hangs while nurse Snake (not a real name) is stabbing and

swabbing at the tiny local mental hospitals and other poverty homes

daily today and the medical telemarketers are ringing the phones off

the hook trying to get more stabs in arms. In New Zealand they have

herded people in the latest floods that drowned ⅓ of the land, into

masked environments tracking and arm stabbing people that are just

flooded. Demon possession is called mental illness, and the people

are plagued by them.

I’m figuring a guess that until people aren’t demon possessed so

much they will not see what’s controlling who right in front of them.

They are sheep herded to pharma like they flocked to churches with

pedo’s.

Yep , end this shit show, or at least leak some truth out there to the

people that dont read this, but only trust Lester Holt, and the other

TV actors!

Not for you to say when it’s time. Higher Intelligences know when

the time is right. First, more people MUST to wake up?

Well they just throw the ball into the court of the people and tell us it

is all going on because we need to wake up, when in fact, it is all

going on because the Military, and its’ Commander have to wake up.

This is how they blame us for them being asleep at the wheel. We

people have been doing the best we can with the information given to

us and with our efforts to vote. Alot of us have protested, changed

our communities and done what we can. Some of us spread

information. We are doing the best we can but someone and

something isn’t. I am getting tired of the lament that we are not

waking up. How can we??? Under these circumstances??? I say we

quit blaming ourselves, it is a tactic to keep us divided.
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Agreed,. It is LONG overdue…

The entire criminal regime needs to be detained,sent to Gitmo and

 
Executed.

Agree, it’s been WAY too long.

I don’t think that dragging out this farce any longer will have any

benefit.

Figure Trump won’t move to DC, but maybe if the underground is

nuked will show up as a surface quake. They are all in the tunnel

cities under the buildings. I mean the NWO shadow government.

They must have a plan. Maybe implode the place and it looks like

Turkey. The grand finale is said to be solar flash.

It is time for the military to move into place as well as President

Trump to take his position as the legitimate,duly elected President

and CEO of our constitutional republic. It is time for The Military to

arrest and remove the person acting as Joe Biden. This is way way

overdue.To include the vice President also.Who is not legitimate

either.All of this is a total mockery of our nation. The totally fake

white house,the whole damn bit.We have to wake people

up,good.sSome will never wake up.Show the EBS,

Agree!!! We’ve been a witness to all of this nonsense for far too

long…..Off with their heads!!!

agree! time to step up white hats. imo we dont even see these evil

things coming! ohio? really? is that real? imo the wh have no clue

whats going on. i thought once the wh had election proof they were

going to shut it down and do the EBS. sad but alot of this is sounding

pretty weak for being in control!

 
also this site sucks @mike, i can never log in and i cant make a

comment unless i reply to anothers post!

You can comment, but you have to scroll to the bottom of the page to

do it!??? Makes no sense
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Know what’s happening. It saves time.

UFO = unidentified flying object. A sea gull is a UFO if you don’t

know what a sea gull is. The…shenaniganists like to use semantics

and changing or unclear definitions to confuse and disarm. Just

because something is a UFO definitely does not mean that it’s

extraterrestrial.

Blue Beam/Blue Book, Orson Welles, “alien abductions” and…

interstellar cow tipping, starting in the 50s, cosmology and science

fiction have been used to make the non-retarded segment of the

public cognitively prone to a fake alien invasion. Go read about the

Fermi Paradox, and focus in special on what the cosmos call the Zoo

Hypothesis. According to this highly suspicious hypothesis, K3

(Kardashev 3, a species able to harness the energy of an entire

galaxy) exist and have monitors in every solar system that awaken

and annihilate any species that crosses certain thresholds, usually

either AI, clones or nuclear war. And what, pray tell, are the

shenaniganists currently busy either doing or convincing us they’re

doing? AI, clones and nuclear war. So spectacle of war, then

benevolent UN/CIA “aliens” come down from on high and nuke us,

or perhaps hit us with EMP attacks from Chinese weather balloons.

Many people will believe this preposterous story, sadly, and will not

even look for shenanigans.

If I have a grapefruit in New York and there’s another grapefruit in

Los Angeles, that is how far it is just to the nearest other star. The

odds of anything flying on earth, unidentified or not, being from

anywhere other than earth are close to zero. And earth is the sole

place in the Universe we know for a fact has objects flying around on

it anyway. Logic should tell you that a flying thing you can’t identify

is probably from earth. And the word “probably” is a massive

understatement here. Why would anyone come here over such

distances? How would they come here? Why this place out of literally
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billions and billions of stars even if they could do it? Random luck?

What is probable is what people should be asking, and it ain’t K3

aliens being offended by nuclear war and AI.

Andromeda, is my usual ROOST. But, I understand the extreme

sarcasm, although what I just read about those beings, is very TRUE.

Life itself started far longer ago than most “hooomawnz” “think”. The

education system is not allowed to “teach” certain “things”. I’m not

speaking in code, it’s simply a way to put emphasis on these words.

Anyway. Many within this REALM/WORLD/PARADIGM, do not

practice with their minds. Most have no clue what is TRUE, and what

is True, or true, or “true” (that’s like something is, because “they say

so”, kin to sarcasm). Long before manufacturing, there WAS/IS

MANIFESTATION. Most in “here”, “covid-19”, 2023, (99% sure,

that’s not the actual “year”). Read up on the NORSE, read some

Tolkien, Howard, Jordan, or even the Death Dealer books. I KNOW

“demons” and I AM a DEAMON (as in past primitive emotions and

“be lie fs” and EVOLVED SPIRITUALLY. Regardless of “be lie fe”,

NOTHING, is a “NICK” name. Past Lives are FACT!! A pill 99.99%

won’t grasp, or do “they”??? Hmmm??? Orion, another nm, and far

too many others too COUNT. USMC, SSP, SPARTAN SPACE

PROGRAM!!! From PLUTONIAN DAYS!! My AKASHIC and

GENETIC MEMORY (the DNA “they” say is useless) is fairly

POSITIVE, I’m RE-CALLING, correctly. But, in a world going on 1%,

Hu’s to say??? Hmmm? The Shadow KNOWS

 👁

No. My dots assemble to show the Big-Sky-Freak-Show to have been

intended to humiliate Television news. The Bookmark president will

also be revealed soon, also adding to the growing public recognition

of reporters as duplicitous henchmen of the world-wide consortium

of globalist crime families. This establishes in-advance the “national

shrug” as the wished-for outcome from a national network takedown.

Once the tap is turned, staunching the flow of lies, the Great Reveal

can begin. wwg1wga
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Allow me to be the proverbial lone wolf here. Who is to say the DS is

not the brainchild of Q+. It is suggested that Q+ is a time traveler.

Just the messenger, please don’t shoot me. Blessings, 🙏🙏

Think again my friend. The team is comprised of less than ten minds

who asked Q+ to run for President. 🙏🙏

No. It was literally Paul Furber and Ron Watkins turning your

smooth brains into mush

Because Q is either an info dump or a psyop, while the Derp State has

ruled the USA with an iron fist since 1963. They are about as

unconnected as two nebulous things can realistically hope to become.

To pretend that the Derp State is the “brainchild” of anyone is to

abdicate reason and sentience. Whoever lied systematically about the

JFK assassination for sixty years straight and enforced it almost

world wide on print, media, publishing, ed etc is the Derp State.

What you call it is irrelevant. The lying is not. Whoever they happen

to be they clearly have illegitimate power they should never have

been allowed to acquire and which they can under no circumstances

be allowed to keep. This has, I’m pretty sure, zero things whatsoever

to do with whatever Q is.

The less than 1% that own more than 99% of what is worth owning

on this planet, (molach & baal worshippers) would blow everything

up rather than loose the control they have had for at least 2

millennia. They could make the North American continent

completely uninhabitable and still be able to live high lives elsewhere

on this planet.

Doesn’t mean we stop trying.

 
Keep at it White Hats.

Q+ is the master of SunTzu the depth of which is very difficult if not

close to impossible to comprehend by the common Joe blow. The

future will prove past as WWC ended his recent post today at 1050

AM. Blessings,
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Q is so great he stopped posting drops because nothing ever

happened (and he lost his congressional race so his dad tried to a few

drops and quit because he sucked)

“Q” stands for a Quantum main frame computer located in Prescot,

AZ, that can see up to 200 years into the future, that the secret

military and secret govt. use to develop weapon systems….

Yep they also caused a large derailment of chemicals rail cars with

caustic and cancer causing effects. they’ll do what ever they need to

do to keep us off Bided

 

 


